We take the Ramsey model, with an infinite planning horizon, with the crucial boundedness assumption of " finite bliss " (defined as the maximum economically obtainable state of satisfaction) to take care of the problem of the convergence of the utility integral,' with constant number, composition, technical knowledge and tastes of the country's population, with utility in one period depending on the level of aggregate national consumption in that period alone, with the instantaneous utility function U(C), C being consumption, having a positive first and a negative second derivative for 0 < C < oo, and with lim U'(C) = oo and lim U'(C) = 0 (in order to avoid corner solutions).
c-->o c-->o
We have two sectors in the economy, sector 1 producing an homogeneous consumer good and sector 2 producing an homogeneous (and immortal) capital good. We assume the foreign country to be static and the balance of trade (and payments: since foreign investment is absent) 2 to be always in equilibrium.
With well-behaved neo-classical production functions and with given amounts of capital and labour for a period we can easily draw the familiar concave-from-below transformation curve for that period relating F1, the current output of sector 1 to F2, the current output of sector 2. If we superimpose the foreign country's offer curve on each point of this transformation curve, the resulting envelope gives us the well-known Baldwin-envelope curve [1] which is actually the open-economy availability frontier for that period. Given the foreign offer curve this envelope shifts in a determinate way with the stock of capital and labour. If we assume that rd, the foreign elasticity of demand for exports and rs, the elasticity of foreign supply of imports are constant,2 we have a constant optimum savings ratio. It can be noted that the larger is Td, and/or the larger is q, (provided >d > 1, which is taken for granted in the optimum-tariffs literature) and/or the smaller is m, the higher is S; in other words, the larger is the elasticity of foreign demand for exports and the elasticity of foreign supply of imports and/or the smaller is what can be called " the coefficient of egalitarianism " in our utility function (since m indicates the amount one would take away from the rich to give a certain amount to the poor), the higher is the optimum savings ratio in the open economy.
From the literature on optimum tariffs we know that one of the (a-temporal) efficiency conditions in such a trade model is to impose a suitable tax so as to equalise the domestic price ratio P (supposed to reflect the marginal rate of " domestic " transformation) to the marginal rate of " foreign " transformation (which we have seen to be equal to P. 
II
In this Section we comment on some of the simplifying assumptions used in the preceding discussion. Let us take up those regarding the static supply of labour and the static foreign country. The easiest way of relaxing these two assumptions is to take the case of labour growing at an exponential rate, X, and assume that the foreign country is growing at a rate which is constant and which is (miraculously enough) equal to X. In this case, if utility is now a function of per capita consumption, we can use the same Baldwin-envelope technique (since under the assumptions we have simply to redefine our domestic transformation curve and the foreign offer curve in per capital terms without altering any of their essential characteristics) and the same type of analysis as in our Section I in determining the optimum rate of accumulation with international trade. We can follow Koopmans [7] place of utility in Ramsey's state of bliss in defining eligibility of consumption paths. One can work with the difference between the utility integral for any given feasible path and its value for the Golden Rule path and study this difference over time.
But the above relates to only a very special case of growth in the foreign country. Letting the foreign country grow in a more general way is a much more difficult problem. Economic growth in the foreign country will shift the shape and position of the foreign offer curve and hence that of the Baldwin-envelope for the home country. Thus growth in the foreign country introduces essentially the same type of problems as the phenomenon of continuous technical progress in the closed-economy optimum-savings models.
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